Rewind!
Themes

• Task authorship
• Task ranking
• Open gov
Task Authorship: Progress

- Second Pilot study
  - Released authored tasks to MTurk
  - Result: 10-15% variance
  - Hand labeled more data to release

- Results from pilot study 2 part 2!
Task Ranking: Progress

- Milestone 9:
  - Final Data Collection Mock: @jasmine, @mathias, @chris
  - Front end for above: @sehgalvibhor
  - Study Planning: @michael @durim, @niranga @neil @jasmine @dilrukshi
  - Related Work: @williamdai @witty123 and others
  - Task time backend: @durim
  - Complete backend integration
  - Outline coming together
Design Test Flight: Task Feed
@samarthsandeep
Hello! My name is John Irving, and I am a professor of Environmental Sciences at the Antarctic Institute of Science. My colleagues and I are trying to study the psychology behind what people view as global warming or just melting ice in cold conditions. All you have to do is look at images and select if its global warming or simply ice melting. Happy task completing!
What about dem RedSox, huh?!

- Hell Yeah!
- Shuut up.
- Do they actually wear red socks?
Rank pictures based on emotional triggers

What emotion does Lee Sedol display when he finally beat AlphaGo in DeepMind’s challenge fourth match?

- Elated
- Angry

Help us calculate your hourly wage. The timer will tell you how long it takes you to finish this task. You can also pause the timer when you need it.
Design Test Flight: Guild Designs
Research engineering